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FREFACE 

This is the first ln a series of four 
primers designed to teach the Manobo of 
Sarangani Peninsula, Davao Province, to read 
their own language. The phonics method as set 
forth in READING WITH PHONICS by Hay-Wingo has 
been adapted for use in teachinq literacy to 
those speaking the Sarangani Manobo dialect. 
Permission to do so has been kindly granted by 
the author Charles Wingo and the J. B. 
Lippincott Company. 

The series of primers introduces, in a 
controlled manner, the letters of the alphabet 
which are symbolized as follows: a, b, k, d, ~ 
g, i, l, m, n, ng, o, p, s, t, u, w, y. These 
symbols closely resemble their counterparts in 
the National Language, with two exceptions. 
The letter e is pronounced like the vowel of 
the English-word "up". The pronunciation of 
the letter u is similar to the pronunciation 
of the pepet vowel (e) of Pangasinan. Glottal 
stop is symbolized by a grave accent ( ') in 
word final position and by a hyphen (-) 
following a consonant; intervocalic and word 
initial glottal stop are not symbolized. 

Literacy Committee 
Summer Institute of Linguistics 
Nasuli, Malaybalay 
Bukidnon, Philippines 
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a 1 0 

na 

ni 

no 

na ni no 

' na .. 
n1 ' no 

Na Ni No 
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ni 

1 

I 

no 

Ina 

' na 

ni ini 

' na Ina 

no 

ini no 

Ina' .. 
1n1. 

10 

no 

lni 



Syllable drill 

ni ' na no 

' n1 no na 

' ni ' na no 

' ' no na n1 

Test words 

ini Ina no 
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toyang 

t T 
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a 

ta 

Ta 

1 

ta 

ti 

to 

ti 

ta to 
Ti 
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0 

to 

To 



ta ti 

. ···~ -· ······ --- .l 
ti to 

- -- ·-- --<-~ .. ·--

ta na ! 
; 
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na ti ! 
I 

- --~·. ·--- _j 

tana tito 
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' na 

tito 

tana 

nati 

to 

nati 



Nati tana 

tito Ina 

lni nati 

Tana ini 

Ina Tito 
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, Ooen 

Nat i ini. 

Doen nati. 

Doen nati 1 Ina. 
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1 diya , ___ _ 
L te 

Doen nati diya te tana. 

Doen nati i Ina diya te tana. 

Doen nati no. 

Doen nati no diya te tana. 
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Tito ini. 

Doen titd. 

Doen tito 1 In~. 
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Diya te tana se titd. 

Oiya te tana se nati. 

. " __ , 
, se i 
L--~-~~ 

Diya te tana se tito i Ina. 

Diya te tana se nati 1 Ina. 

Test 

titd 

19 

tana 
nati 
tito 
Do en 



Homework 

Do en tito diya te tana .. 

Diya te tana se tito i Ina. 

Do en tito no. 

Diya te tana se tito no. 

Test words 

tito nati tana 
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lesong 

1 L 
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la 

la 

La 

a 1 

la 

li 

lo 

li 

li 

Li 
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0 

lo 

ld 

Lo 



li ld ta la 

la ta lata 
1-··~--------1 

la na lana 

Li ta Li ta 

0 ld olo 

lana olo Lita lata 
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lana Old 

Lata tana 

old Li ta 

Tana Lana 

Lita lata 
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Lata ini. 

Doen lata i Lita. 

Oiya te tana se lata 1 Lita. 
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Homework 

Doen lana. 

Doen lana i Lita. 

Doen lana diya te l~ta. 

Diy~ te lata se lana i Lita. 

Doen old lana diy~ te lata. 

Test words 

lana lata Lita 
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Kenan se nat i. 

Diya te tana se nati. 

Kenan se tito. 

Diya te tana se tito. 

Kenan se lata. 

Diya te tana se lata. 
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Kenan se lana. 

Diya te lata se lana. 

Doen olo lana diya te lata. 
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Syllable drill 

ta to 

ti ta 

to la • 

li to 

ta li 

ti lo 

Test words 

Ina 

olo 

tito 

tana 

nati 

ti 

li 

to 

lo 

to 

li 

New words for fast learners 

tani ' ona nato 
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la 

ti 

ta 

la 

lo 

lata 

lana 

Lita 

oli 



balay 

b 8 
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a 

• 

ba 

ba 

Ba 

1 

ba 

bi 

bo 

bi 

bi 

Bi 

31 

0 

bo 

bo 

Bo 



ba bo ta la 

• 

ba ta bata 

bo la bola 

ba to bato 

bola bata bato 
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Bat a bola 

bola tana 

bato lni 

old bat a 

ini Bato 

bat a bola 

bato Old 
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Bata ini. 

Doen bata no. 

Bat a no ini. 
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Kenan se bata. 

Kenan se bata no. 

Diya te tana se bata no. 

Doen bola. 

Doen bola te bata. 

Doen bola te bata no. 
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Homework 

Bato ini. 

Doen bato. 

Diya te tana se ~ato. 

Kenan se bola. 

Kenan se bola te bata. 

Diya te bato se bola. 

Test words 

bola bat a 

36 

bato 



koda 

k K 
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ka 

ka 
Ka 

a i 

ka 

ki 

ko 

ki 

ki 

Ki 

38 

0 

ko 

ko 
Ko 



ka ki ko 

-~:~~-tq ~~~~ta 
ko ko 
- -·- ··--·-------·- _____ j 

ko kala kinita 
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Kala ko 

Kenan Old 

ko Kin ita 

old Kenan 

kinita kala 
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Kala ini. 

Kala i \na. 
Wedad kala 1 Lita. 
Wedad kala ko. 
Wedad kala no. 
Ooen olo se kala i \na. 
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Kenan se kalao 

Kenan se kala i Ina. 

Kinit~ ko se kal~ i In~. 

Kinita ko se kala diya te tana. 

Oiya te tana se kala i Ina. 
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Homework 

Kinita ko se kala. 

Kala se kinita i Lita. 

Kala se kinita i Ina. 

Kinita se kala diya te tana. 

Test words 

kala ko kin ita 
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Syllable drill 

la bi ko ta 

ki lo ba ni 

bo ka li to 

bi la ka no 

ba ko li na 

ki bd ld ba 

ta ni ba ta 

ld to na ko 

bi ka ' ki no 
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Review 

Kenan 

Kenan se titd. 

Kenan se nati. 

Diya te tana se titd. 

Diya te tana se nati. 

Kenan se lana. 

Kenan se lana 1 Lita. 

Wedad lana diya te kala. 

Do en lana diya te lata. 

Diya te lata se lana i Lita. 
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Kenan se bola. 

Kenan se bola te bata. 

Wedad bola diya te lata. 

Kinita ko se bola te bata. 

Diya te bato se bola te bata. 

Kenan se bata. 

Kinita ko se bata diya te tana. 
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Kenan se kala. 

Wedad kala i Lita. 

Wedad kala ko. 

Kenan se kala i Ina. 

Wedad kala diya te lata. 

Wedad kala diya te bato. 

Kinita ko se kala i Ina. 

Kinita ko se kala diya te tana. 

Diya te tana se kala i Ina. 
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Tests 

Kenan se lana. 

Oiya te tana se __ 

48 

bat a 
lana 
bato 

tana 
bato 
lata 
kala 

Lita 
lana 
bato 
olo 



Test words 

bola bat a nati 

bato kala Lita 

ko no tana 

lata old ini 

lana titd Ina 

kinita 

New words for ·fast learners 

kano labi likd tobd 
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I'1anobo 

bat a 
bato 
bola 
kala 
kano 
ken an 
kinita 
ko 
diya 
do en 
i 
Ina 
ini 
labi 
lana 
lata 
liko 
Lita 
nati 
nato 
no 
oli 
olo . 
on a 
se 
tan a 
tani 
te 
tito 
tobo 
we dad 

Glossary 

Pilipino 

bat a 
bato 
bola 
kawali 
kailan 
saan 
makita 
ko 
diyan, 
mayroon 
an"? 
Ina 
ito 
mas malaki 
lang is 
lata 
balik 

bisiro 
burok 
iyo 

~ 

UmUWl. 

tangi, lamang 
umuna 
sa 
lupa 
magsarili 
ta 
tuta 
tumubo 
wala 

50 

i:nglish 

child, offspring 
rock, stone 
ball 
native fryinq pan 
when 
where 
saw/meet 
I/my 
there (unto) 
there is 
particle 
Mother 
this 
greater 
coconut oil 
can 
return 
proper name 
colt 
egg yolk 
you/your 
return home 
only 
first 
particle 
land 
be independent 
particle 
puppy 
to sprout 
none 

.I 



Teacher's Guide 

In this primer, t~ree vowels (a,i,o) and 
five consonants (n, t, l, b, k) are introduced, 
and in addition, glottal stop which appears in 
word final position only. These letters are 
to be taught as sounds and called by their 
sounds (nnn). In this way the student learns 
to recognize ec;1ch sound as a single unit which 
can combine with other sounds. 

Extra drills on the blackboard and with 
flash cards will be helpful in teaching the 
material. The students must not proceed to a 
new page until the previous page has been 
completely mastered. 

p. l. The purpose of this page is to 
help the students recognize similarities and 
to develop left to right sequence and top to 
bottom sequence on a page. 

The first picture should be identified as 
a pig. The students should read across the 
top row and find another pig. The students 
will easily identify the monkey as being 
different from the pig. Continue with the 
other rows having the students read from left 
to right. 

p. 2. Ask the students to look at the 
first picture in the top row, then find another 
picture in the row that is exactly like it. 
Have the students tell why the last picture is 
not like the first one. Do the remaining rows 
in the same way. 
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po3. Have the students look at row one. 
Ask them, "Which ones are alike? Which one is 
different?" Follow the same procedure for 
rows two and three. 

p. 4. Have the students look at the fir~ 
row of letters. Have them point to the ones 
which are alike. Have them point to the one 
which is different. Followthe same procedure 
for the other rows. 

Po 5. Tell the students to look at the 
picture of the aqong. Say "Aqong begins with 
a." Point to the letters a and A and say, 
"There is a small a and a big A. Read the 
letters as I point-to them." 

Ask the students to listen to the 
following words and notice that they each 
begin with the sound ~ as in agonq: amil, 
awanq, atay, asak. Now ask the students to 
listen to the following words. They should 
say "yes" if the word begins with a. If the 
word does not begin with a, they should say 
"no". 

atep 
apoy 
a sin 

bontok 
aho 
abo 

tollok 
adi 
alom 

amay 
a lad 
ambaw 

Demonstrate on the blackboard how to print 
the letters a and A. Have the students 
practice printing the letters with pencil and 
paper. Tell them that big A is written if the 
name of a person, or name of a place begins 
with ~' and when the letter begins a sentence. 
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pa 6. 2:~ udents to look at the 
p2-cture of ·:. e fisro Say "Ikan beg s with io" 
Point to the letters 1. anci. I and sa1 "There is 
a small i o.nd a big I. Read t>E::: letters as I 
point to-them." 

Ask the students to listen to the 
following words and notice that they each 
begin with the sound i as in ikan: ilaw, Ina, 
ilosay, inda. Now ask the students to listen 
to the following words. They should say "yes" 
if the word begins with i. If the word does 
not begin with i, they should say "no". 

ikam -salo baso indan 
ibid ilam inay init 
ilib ilod podok ikan 

Demonstrate on the blackboard how to 
print the letters i and I. Have the students 
practice printing with pencil and paper. Tell 
them that big I is written if the name of a 
person or name-of a place begins with i or if 
the letter begins a sentence. 

p. 7. Tell the students to look at the 
picture of the pig. Say "Osa begins with o." 
Point to the letters o and---es-and say "There is 
a small o and a big o: Read the letters as I 
point to-them." -

Ask the students to listen to the 
following words and notice that they each 
begin with the sound o as in osa: obod, okes, 
oqis. Now ask the students to-listen to the 
following words. They should say "yes" if the 
word begins with o. If the word does not 
begin with.£, they should say "no". 

obes tikes pispis osing 
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obanen 
odan 

ogat 
odadang 

. 
on a 
omo 

owak 
olo 

Demonstrate on the blackboard how to 
print the letters o and 0. Have the students 
practice printing with pencil and paper. Tell 
them that big 0 is written if the name of a 
person or name-of a place begins with o or if 
the letter begins a ser:tence. 

Give a brief test. Read the following 
words one at a time and ask the students to 
print on their papers the beginning sound of 
each: agong, ikam, olo. If this proves too 
difficult for some to comprehend, ask them to 
print the letters as you repeat the letters 
only: ~' i, £, A, I, ~· 

p. 8. Tell the students to look at the 
picture of the coconut tree. Say "Niyog begirE 
with n." Point to the letters n and N and say 
"There is a small n and a big N: Read the 
letters as I point-to them." -

Ask the students to listen to the 
following words and notice that they each 
begin with the sound ~ as in niyog: nadam, 
nati, nenalo. Now ask the students to listen 
to the followinq words. They should say "yes" 
if the word begins with n. If the word does 
not begin with n, they should say "no". 

nato nayi n.ini pi to 
nanam toyang nelao nadeg 
napnap nikaw no namog 

Demonstrate on the blackboard how to 
print the letters~· and N. Have the students 
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practice printing on their papers. Tell them 
that big N is written if the name of a person 
or place begins with ~ or if the letter begins 
a sentence. 

Give a brief test. Read the following 
words one at a time and ask the students to 
print on their papers the beginning sound of 
each: atep, inay, odan, nati. 

p. 9. Ask the students to identify the 
letters at the top of the page. Explain that 
a has no companion. Point to na and explain 
that here a has a companion called na. Have 
the students repeat ~· Proceed to-reach 
ni and no in the same manner. Have the studentB 
repeat again the syllables ~' ni, and no. 
Then have them find na, ni, no in the first 
row of the section below-.- Now ask the students 
to look at the second row. Ask them, "What is 
different about the syllables in the second 
row?" The syllables in the second row have a 
slanted bar (grave accent) over the a in na, 
over the i in ni, and over the o in no. When 
there is a slanted bar over the-vowe~ it 
makes a short sound. Compare na with ~' ni 
with ni, and no with ~· Have the students 
repeat each syllable several times in rows one 
and two and then proceed to identify the third 
row as Na, Ni, No with beginning capital · 
letters-.- Ask the students to read each 
syllable as you point to them. Be sure to 
vary the order of syllables as you point to 
them so that the students are test~d in
identifying th~m ~orrectiy. 
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Demonstrate on the blackboard how to 
print the syllables and have the students 
practice printing them with pencil and paper. 

p. 10. Ask the students to identify each 
syllable in the top row on the page and then 
find it elsewhere on the page. Ask the 
students to read the syllables in the first 
box and then have them read the word to the 
right of the box. Do the same for the other 
new words. Explain that when the syllables 
which they know (as those in the box) are 
placed close together, they make words in 
Manobo. After the students can identify the 
new words in the column at the right, have 
them read the same words in the row below. 
Now have the students read the sentence under 
the picture. 

p. 11. Drill the students on the 
syllables until they can identify each one 
without hesitation. 

Have the students practice printing the 
test words in class. At the close of the 
class period qive a test of these words. 
Repeat each word slowly two or three times. 
The students should print the words on their 
papers. 

p. 12. Tell the students to look at the 
picture of the dog. Say "Toyang beqins with 
t." Point to the letters t and T and say 
"There is a small t and a big T. Read the 
letters as I point-to them." 
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Ask t>=, sbJde;lL3 to listen to the 
following words and ~otice that they each 
begin with the sound ! as in toyang: tabas, 
tadon, teki, tigis. Now ask the students to 
listen to the following words. They should 
say "yes" if the word begins with t. If the 
word does not begin with t, they should say 
"no". 

tan a 
tito 
toyang 

saging 
tobo 
tab a 

tikes 
tal om 
boni 

tall ad 
tambi 
tagna 

Demonstrate on the blackboard how to 
print the letters t and T. Have the students 
practice printing the letters on their papers. 
Tell them that big T is written if the name of 
a person or place begins with t, and when the 
letter begins a sentence. 

p. 13. Follow the same procedure as on 
page 9. 

Demonstrate on the blackboard how to 
print the syllables and have the students 
practice printing them. 

p. 14. Ask the students to identify each 
syllable in the top row on the page and then 
find it elsewhere on the page. Ask the studertB 
to read the syllables in each box and the word 
to the right of each box. After the students 
can identify the new words in the column at 
the right, have them read the same words in 
the row at the bottom of the page. 

p. 15. Have the students read each word 
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for additional practice in recognizing the 
words to appear in the sentences on the 
following pages. 

p. 16. The sight word Doen appears in a 
box at the top of the page. Say the word for 
the students and have them read the word and 
find it elsewhere on the page. The students 
should be able to read the sentences without 
difficulty. 

p. 17~ Introduce the sight words diya 
and te. Have the students read the words and 
find~hem elsewhere on the page. The students 
should be able to read the sentences without 
difficulty. 

p. 18. This pQge is to be read in class. 

p. 19. Introduce the sight word se and 
have the students read the word and find it 
elsewhere on the page. Have the students 
read the sentences. 

At the bottom of the page is a brief tes~ 
Ask the students to look at the picture of the 
puppy. Beside the picture is the word tito. 
Have the student point to the word tito-rn-the 
column of words at the right. Now have them 
read the sentence below the picture. 

p. 20. Assign as homework the reading 
of the sentences to be recited in the next 
class session. Also assign the students to 
practice printinq the test words at the bottom 
of the page. 
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In the next cl~s~ session have each 
student read the sen-!::~nces o.loud. Then give 
a test by having the students print the test 
words as you repeat them each c;lowly two or 
three times. 

p. 21. Tell the students to look at the 
picture of the mortar. Say "Lesong begins 
with 1." Point to the letters 1 and L and say, 
"Ther; is a small 1 and a big L-:,- Read the 
letters as I point-to them." -

Ask the students to listen to the 
following words and notice that they each 
beg~n with the sound l as in lesong: labi, 
liko, lag a, laban. Now- ask the students to 
listen to the following words. They should 
say "yes" if the word t:eqins with 1. If the 
word does not begin with 1, they should say 
"no". 

langaw 
lata 
lana 

bitek 
lansang 
lotong 

kepaya 
lanto 
lansa 

lima 
solo 
lanot 

Demonstrate on the blackboard how to 
print the ~etters 1 and L. Have the students 
practice printing the letters. 

p. 22. Follo.wthe same procedure as on 
page 9. 

Demonstrate on the blackboard how to 
print the syllables and have the students 
practice printing them§ 

p. 23. ·Ask the students to identify each 
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syllable at the top of the page and have them 
find it elsewhere on the page. Ask the 
students to read the syllables in each box 
and the word to the right of each box. After 
the students can identify the new words in the 
column at the right, have them read the same 
words in the row at the bottom of the page. 

p. 24. Follow the same procedure as on 
page 15. 

p. 25. These sentences are to be read 
in class. 

Po 26. Follow the same procedure as on 
page 20. 

pp. 27-28. Introduce the new siqht word 
Kenan. Have the students repeat the word and 
find it elsewhere on the page. They should be 
able to read the sentences on pages 27 and 28 
without difficulty. 

p. 29. Drill the students on the 
syllables until they can identify each one 
without hesitation. Have the students practice 
printinq the tes~ words in class. 

The new words at the bottom of the page 
are designed as extra work for fast learners. 
Ask them how many of the new words they can 
identify. Then have them practice printing 
the new words. These new words need not be 
taught to the slow students. 

At the beginning of the next class sessim 
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give a testo The students should print the 
test words as you repeat each one slowly two 
or three times. Give the new words for anyone 
who is able to print t~em also. 

p. 30o Tell the students to look at the 
picture of the house. Say "Balay begins with 
b." Point to the letters b and B and say, 
"There is a small b and a big B • Read the 
letters as I point-to them." 

Ask the students to listen to the 
following words and notice that they each 
begin with the sound b as in balay: bola, 
bitola, bapol, bani. Now ask the students to 
listen to the following words. They should 
say "yes" if the word begins with b. If the 
word does not begin with b, they should say 
"no". 

bat a 
baka 
bah a 

sulab 
bate 
bontok 

pisngi 
balud 
bow a 

be gas 
alat 
bolan 

Demonstrate on the blackboard how to 
print the letters b and B. Have the students 
practice printing the letters. 

p. 31. Follow the same procedure as on 
page 9. 

Demonstrate on the blackboard how to 
print the syllables and have the students 
practice printing them. 

p. 32. Follow the same procedure as on 
page 14. 
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Po 33. Follow the same procedure as or 
page lSo 

p. 34-35. The sentences are to be Lead 
in class. 

p. 36. Follow the same procedure as on 
page 20. 

p. 37. Tell the students to 
picture of the horse. Say, "Koda 
k." Point to the letters k and K 
~There is a small k and a big K. 
letters as I point-to them." -

look at the 
begins with 
and say, 
Read the 

Ask the students to listen to the 
following words and notice that they each 
begin with the sound ~ as in koda: kapok, 
kaling, kowa, kilem. Now ask the students to 
listen to the following words. They should 
say "yes" if the word begins with k. If the 
word does not begin with k, they should say 
"no". 

kala 
kagi 
dineg 

kagpa 
ken an 
kilid 

kilat 
sebad 
kindal 

kisay 
koko 
kogon 

Demonstrate on the blackboard how to 
print the letters k and K. Have the students 
practice printing the letters. 

p. 38. Follow the same procedure as on 
page 13. 

p. 39. Follow the same procedure as on 
page 14. 

p. 40. Follow the same procedure as on 
page 15. 
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pp. 41-42. Introduce the sight word 
Wedad., Have. the students repeat the word and 
find it elsewhere on the page. The se:Q.,tences on 
page~ 41 ,anC! 42 ~q,ould be read in class. ·~ 

. ~P. A'3. __ F,cilla~' .the same procedure as 6:0 
page 20.· · .\> ·· · • • v .. • ·> ' 

p. 44. Drill the students on the syllab~s 
until they can identify each one without 
hesitation. 

pp. 45-47. These pages of review reading 
may be assigned as homework or as reading in 
class. The students should have no difficulty 
reading the sentences. 

p. 48. These three brief tests are 
designed to test the student!s comprehension of 
the stories from the previous pages. The 
students may answer orally or by printing the 
correct word on a piece of paper. 

The first test: Ask the students to look 
at the picture and then select the word from 
the column at the right which correctly 
identifies the picture. 

The second test: Ask the students to read 
the question Kenan se lana and then select the 
word which correctly answers the question. 

The third test: Ask the students to read 
the sentence Diya te tana se and select the 
word which correctly completes the sentence. 

p. 49. Assign as homework to practice 
printing the test words. In the next class 
session give a test on all the test words. 



Repeat each word slowly two or three times 
and have the students print them on their 
papers. The new words for fast learners may 
be given at the end of the test period for 
anyone who may wish to attempt to print them. 
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